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Abst rac t - -Th is  study examines the generalized multiquadrics (MQ), Cj (x) = [(x - xj)2 + c~]~ in 
the numerical solutions of elliptic two-dimensional partial differential equations (PDEs) with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. The exponent /9 as well as c~ can be classified as shape parameters since these 
affect the shape of the MQ basis function. We examined variations of 3 as well as c~ where c~ can 
be different over the interior and on the boundary. The results show that increasing ¢3 has the most 
important effect on convergence, followed next by distinct sets of (c~)n\on << (c~)oa. Additional 
convergence accelerations were obtained by permitting both (c~)n\oa and (c~)oa to oscillate about its 
mean value with amplitude of approximately 1/2 for odd and even values of the indices. Our results 
show high orders of accuracy as the number of data centers increases with some simple heuristics. 
@ 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The interest in meshfree methods to solve PDEs has grown considerably in the past 15 years. 
The two principal reasons are: 
(1) mesh generation over two- and three-dimensional complicated omains may require weeks 
or months to produce a well-behaved mesh, and 
(2) the convergence rate of traditional methods are typically second order, requiring very fine 
discretization. 
The fine diseretization required may need more operations than meshfree methods, even though 
these traditional methods are compactly supported. The meshfree radial basis functions (RBFs) 
have been shown to be particularly attractive by Fedoseyev et al. [1] and Cheng et al. [2] because 
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of the exponential convergence of certain C °° RBFs that has been observed. Various RBFs have 
been successfully applied in a differential quadrature setting to obtain very accurate and efficient 
solutions to PDEs of engineering interest [3,4]. 
One of the most used RBFs is the multiquadric (MQ) RBF. The generalized MQ basis function, 
~j(x), where x C ~d, is given by Cj(x) = [ (x -x j )  2 +ca2]~. Commonly used values for/3 are -1 /2  
and 1/2. Madych and Nelson [5] and Madych [6] have proven theoretically that MQ interpolation 
converges exponentially as ~c/h, where r~ is a real number, r /< 1. 
Any continuous function, U(x), over the domain, f/, covered by a set of discrete points can be 
interpolated from the neighboring points of a point xi using RBFs and a polynomial basis as 
rz ~ 
U(x) = ~ ¢j(x)a~ + ~p0(x)~0, (1) 
i=1  j= l  
with the constraint condition 
n 
Ep j (x i )5~i  O, j = 1,2, . . .  ,re, (2) 
i=1 
where ¢0(x) is the radial basis function, pj(x) is a monomial in the space coordinates x r = Ix, y], 
n is the number of data centers in f/, re is the number of polynomial basis functions (usually 
re < n), and a~ and l)j are the coefficients for Cj(x) and pj(x), respectively, corresponding to the 
given point xi. The vectors are defined as 
a = [<,  a~, . . .  ,an] ~ , (3) 
~T = [¢l(X),¢2(X),. . . ,¢n(X)] T , and (5 )  
pT =} l (x ) ,p2(x ) , . . . ,pm(x) ]T  (6) 
The radial distance function is a function of Euclidean distance r defined as 
v = V/x -- xi) 2 -4- (y -- yi) 2 in two dimensions. (7) 
The radial distance function transforms a multiple-dimensional problem into a one-dimensional 
problem, and the polynomial term is added to ensure the conditional positive definiteness of the 
RBF approximation. The polynomial basis has following monomial terms: 
pm= [1,x,y,  x2 xy, y2 , . . . ] .  (s) 
Enforcing the interpolation to pass through all n scattered points within the influence domain 
leads to the following set of equations for the coefficients and 3' = [fi, l~] T and f.J = [U, 0] T, we 
solve the following equation: 
A3" = fd, (9) 
where 
A E# Pl  10, 
Having found the coefficients, the function U over f~ at the discrete points, {xk}, can be 
reconstructed as 
m 
U(xk) -- ~(xk)o.~ + y~.pj(x~)~,. (11) 
i=1 j= l  
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The derivatives of U(xk) are collocated at the point xk without he need for staggering intensive 
and extensive variables as follows: 
0U(x )- 0¢ (xk)a  + f i  j 
Ox Ox ' 
i= i  j= l  
0U(xk) - + 
0y i=1 j=l  
(12) 
(13) 
Second- and higher-order partial derivatives are formed in a manner similar to the first partial 
derivatives. The introduction of polynomials was introduced here for completeness. For most 
PDE problems, it is unnecessary to append a polynomial to the expansion of U(x), especially for 
solving PDE problems; we have not used appended polynomials in our PDE calculations. 
1.1. Review of the Asymmetr i c  RBF-PDE Formulat ion 
Hyperbolic, parabolic, or elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs) can be solved by an 
analogy to the interpolation problem, see [7]. Given the operators 2; on the interior, fl \ Off, and 
the boundary condition operator, go, on the boundary, Oft, where ~o may represent a Dirichlet, 
Neumann, or Robin operator, the PDE problem is formulated as 
£U = f, on f~ \ 0fl, (14) 
pU = g, on Off. (15) 
When U(x), given by equation (2), is inserted into equations (14),(15), a system of linear or 
nonlinear equations is obtained, and we can obtain the expansion coefficients, [7i, 72,... ,%~]T 
and then recover the expansion of U(x), where 3, = [~, I~]T; if polynomials are not appended, 
then ~, = a. Because the asymmetric collocation PDE method is based upon interpolation, an 
acceptable degree of convergence an be achieved either by increasing c 2 or decreasing h; however 
this often yields an ill-conditioned problem with Gaussian elimination (GE) methods. In addition, 
the GE of a full system of equation of rank n requires approximately O(n 3) operations, making 
it inefficient for large scale problems. The question is whether global RBF methods hould be 
rejected, or whether there is a way out of this dilemma. 
1.2. RBF-PDE Schemes  versus  Trad i t iona l  PDE Schemes  
Standard low order finite difference, element, and volume methods have compact support 
yielding banded system of equations; the convergence rate is typically second-order accurate. 
Consequently, one is required to use a very fine discretization when the solution exhibits fine 
scale structure yielding a system of equations of very large rank. The resulting system of equa- 
tions is very ill-conditioned. In large scale simulations where 10a-10 s discretization points are 
needed, traditional compactly supported schemes require speciM methods uch as domain de- 
composition and specialized preconditioners that are routinely used to solve PDEs on massively 
parallel computers. 
Although a rigorous comparison of the efficiency of compactly supported traditional schemes 
with RBF schemes has not been performed to date, the papers [2,7,8] demonstrate hat, for a 
desired degree of accuracy, the global RBF schemes are several orders of magnitude more efficient 
based upon an operation count. Consider the example of the advection-diffusion problem in two 
regimes: 
(1) advection dominates diffusion, and 
(2) diffusion dominates advection. 
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If advection dominates and the gradients are steep, RBF schemes will require much fewer oper- 
ations than standard methods. If diffusion dominates and the gradients are shallow, standard 
methods appear to be more efficient han RBFs. These results appear to be counterintuitive based 
upon tile operation count required per data center. This can be explained by the analogous it- 
uation comparing the operation count between explicit and implicit time marching schemes for 
parabolic PDEs. Explicit schemes require very few operations per time step as compared to 
implicit schemes; however, because implicit schemes are unconditionally stable, larger time steps 
can be taken to arrive at the final time, and thus the total number of operations for implicit 
integration is less than explicit integration. Analogously, the explanation why RBF schemes can 
outperform traditional schemes on the operation count in steep gradient problems is the expo- 
nential convergence rate versus the linear or quadratic onvergence rate of traditional schemes. 
There are two important questions. 
(1) Can the convergence rate be accelerated even more so fewer discretization data centers 
need to be used? 
(2) Can RBF-PDE methods obtain solutions faster than O(n a) operations without the ill- 
conditioning problem? 
Although many papers have shown MQ to be a powerful tool, there is no widely accepted 
theory or recipe for choosing the optimal shape parameters for various applications. This problem 
has been investigated by several authors such as Hardy [9], Foley [10], Carlson and Foley [11], 
Kansa and Carlson [12], Golberg et al. [8], Rippa [13], and Kansa and Hon [14]. Fornberg and 
coworkers [15-18] have written a series of papers investigating the order of accuracy of C ~ RBFs 
such as the Gaussian and MQ RBFs in the limit of infinitely flat basis functions. They have 
shown tile extraordinary order of accuracy of these basis functions for both interpolation and 
PDE problems in the limit of infinite shape parameters. They found these RBFs have removable 
singularities in the complex plane that have polynomial limiting behavior. Wang and Liu [19], 
Xiao and McCarthy [20], and Xiao et al. [21] expanded the definition of the MQ shape parameter 
to include the MQ exponent, /3, as an additional parameter to be optimized. Their results 
show that t3 should be greater than 1.1. They have shown that ~ need not be restricted to 
= (2m - 1)/2, m = 0, 1, 2, 3, etc., and noninteger values of/~ accelerates convergence. This 
paper is a continuation of the prior investigations on the issue of finding recipes that optimize 
MQ performance. 
Recently, Ling and Kansa [22,23] and Brown et al. [24] showed that an approximate l ast 
squares cardinal function (LSCF) preeonditioner can be constructed that transforms an ill- 
conditioned system of equations arising from PDE systems using RBFs into a well-conditioned 
system such that the unknown expansion coefficients can be found by GMRES iterations. The to- 
tal number of flops (operations) decreased significantly with more overlapping subdomains. The 
authors olved two-dimensional PDE problems and found empirically that the method works well 
with shape parameter c = kn - t /2  where n is the total number of points and k _< 5. Further- 
more, they found with increasing numbers of subdomains that the additive Sehwarz algorithm 
not only reduces the operation count, but increases the convergence rate. Most recently, Ling 
and Hon [25] developed an affine space decomposition scheme for solving linear equations that 
is extremely stable, because the small eigenvalue components are projected into the null space. 
This has proven to be stable even for a full system of equations having a rank of over 1000. When 
combined with domain decomposition, this tool should be extremely useful for simulating very 
large complex systems of PDEs. 
There are tools for RBF-PDEs such as domain decomposition, effective preconditioners, and 
fast nmltipole expansions that substantially reduce the operation count; with some recipes to 
accelerate convergence rates, there can now be some serious investigations determining the 
type of problems in which RBF-PDE methods can outperform traditional methods for complex 
problems. 
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Figure 1. This figure is an il lustration of three MQ basis functions with ~ = 0.5 with 
cj = 0.01 (solid line),/3 = 5.5 with cj = 0.01 (dotted line), and fl = 0.5 with cj = 3.0 
(dashed line). 
2. THE ROLE OF SHAPE PARAMETERS 
This paper builds upon several observations. The first is the observation of Fedoseyev et al. [1] 
that a PDE exists not only on the domain, ft, but also slightly beyond its boundary, 0gt. A 
boundary condition can be interpreted as a constraint condition imposed upon the PDEs at 
specific loci. So interior points may not only coincide with the 0f~, but extend slightly beyond 
it. Consider the generalized MQ basis function given by equation (1) where x C Na. We can 
interpret cj as the total distance in the (d + 1) th dimension, and the term, [(x - xj) 2 + c~], is 
the squared Euclidian metric in the space, ~d+l. The optimal solution on the hyperplane in N4 
will depend upon tile distance in the direction normal to the hyperplane. Hence, we postulate 
that the squared distance should be raised to the power, /3, that will be found by optimization. 
The exponent, /3, is also considered to be an MQ shape parameter because it determines the 
shape of the basis function not only in the vicinity of the data center, xj, but also in the far field. 
Because there can be an infinite number of solutions to equation (14), the boundary conditions, 
equation (15) forces the solution to be unique. Since the boundary conditions have such an 
important influence upon the solution over the entire domain, we allow these cj distances to be 
much larger than those associated with the interior problem, especially with Dirichlet conditions. 
A large cj makes the MQ RBF flatter. A possible explanation may be that a large boundary cj 
perturbs the interior solution less. Another method to make the MQ basis function flatter at a 
center, z j ,  is to increase the exponent, /3. Although increasing both cj and /3 makes the MQ- 
RBF flatter near the data center, xj, these paramcters have different effects. As (x - x j )  ~ O, 
¢(xj) --~ (cj) 2z, and the k th derivative, ¢[k](Xj) --+ (Cj) 2l~-k. So if Cj is large in f~\cq~, those rows 
of the matrix corresponding to the interior will be large; another argument suggesting that the cj 
should be different for different indices is that the rows of the matrix will not be so degenerate. On 
the other hand, if cj is relatively small in f~ \ 0f~, but/3 is relatively large, 5(x j )  --, (x - x j )  ~ ,  so 
the MQ basis function behaves asymptotically ike a high order polyharmonic spline of degree, 2/3. 
Notice the/3 = 1/2 basis function is a rounded conic shape rising linearly away from the data 
center, but the/3 = 11/2 MQ-RBF is flattened near x = 0, and rises very rapidly near x = +1. 
For large distances away from the data center, II(x - xj)ll >> c, the asymptotic forms of these 
MQ RBFs behave as the polyharmonic RBFs x I and x H, respectively. The third RBF is the 
usual MQ RBF with/3 = 1/2, but c = 3. While it is true that a large value of c also makes 
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the MQ basis function flatter, the basis function becomes a large constant at the origin, when 
x = xj. Notice also there is not much variation in this MQ-RBF away from the data center. 
If the rows of the coefficient matrix are large and nearly constant, arithmetic operations with 
a finite precision computer produces a highly ill-conditioned set of equations. When solving 
PDEs, it is important to remember that spatial differentiation of the basis function reduces 
the order of the basis function, irrespective of the dimensionality of the space. Asymptotically, 
¢(x) -- {x 2 + c2} ~ ~ x z~, ~'(x) ~ x z~-i, ¢"(x) --4 x z;~-l, etc., where the number of primes 
indicate the order of differentiation. If we wish to approximate V2U by at least a quadratic 
function, then if/9 > 7/2, V2¢(x) will be at least a quadratic function. 
3. RESULTS 
We solved two Poisson problems. The first is 
V2U=Sexp(2x+2y), on f~ \ Of~, (16) 
where the domain, ~, is a unit square with Dirichlet boundary conditions on all four sides having 
the exact solution, U~ = exp(2x + 2y). The second is 
v~u - - s~ 2 eos(2~-[x + y]), on f~ \ Oft, (17) 
where the domain, ~2, is a unit square with Dirichlet boundary conditions on all four sides having 
the exact solution, Uc = cos(27r[x + y]). 
The interior problem was populated by the two-dimensional Matlab random number gener- 
ators with ni data centers; we discarded those distributions whose minimum separation is less 
than 10 -4. After finding the maximum and minimum values of the x and y coordinates, these 
random centers were scaled with maxinmm distance of 0.04 outside the unit square and ap- 
proximately one percent or less of the data centers were outside the unit square. The bound- 
ary points delimiting the unit square were discretized by nb equally spaced points, the total 
number of centers, n, such that n = ni -t- ?~b- ~vVe generated five sets of points such that 
n - -  {42,137,286,477,722}. 
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Figure 2. A representat ion of the data  centers for the case where  n = 477 of which 
nb= 36, and n~ = 441; rmi n = 7.24.  10 -4 .  The  "o"s represent he interior data  
centers and the "+"s  represent the boundary  data  centers. 
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Figure 2 is a typical representation f the scattered ata centers that were generated by the 
Matlab functions, rand(2, n/), where ni is an input parameter. In this case, where ni = 441, 
the minimum separation distance is 7.24-  10 -4  , and these interior data centers are represented 
by circles. The data centers on the boundary were equally spaced, but they could be unequally 
spaced; these data centers are represented by "+" symbols. Notice this figure shows some interior 
data centers lying on the boundary or slightly outside of it. 
3.1. The Search for Opt imal  MQ Shape Parameters  
It is well known that there is no theory developed to date that allows one to choose the 
optimal constant c parameter or optimal exponent, /3, for any application. The only general 
theory has been attributed to Madych and Nelson [5] and the numerical studies of Fornberg and 
coworkers [15-18] that show that in the limit of c --~ oc, superspectral convergence is achieved. 
However, the effort to achieve such convergence is not trivial. 
The objective in this paper is to experiment with different parameter patterns that may provide 
some general guidelines in achieving even faster convergence when dealing with PDEs that may 
be helpful. Other than knowing that c and/3 should be as large as possible, what trends should 
these parameters follow as the number of data centers as n --+ oo so more complex engineering 
and scientific PDE solutions can be treated. We chose to perform a numerical search over the 
paramcter space. Each search requires the following steps: 
(1) the solution of the system of equations to find the expansion coefficients using tile affine 
space decomposition method of Ling and Hon [25] to alleviate the round-off error problems 
using Gaussian elimination with pivoting; 
(2) the approximate MQ solution, either U~,MQ or U~,MQ, was interpolated onto a 33 × 33 
uniformly spaced grid (N = 1089 grid points); 
(3) the exact solution, either Uc or Ue, was likewise evaluated at the nodes of the 33 x 33 grid 
(N = 1089 grid points); and 
(4) the RIMS errors were calculated using the exact solution using the following relation: 
i N 
E {Ue,MQ(i) -
RMSe = i=t since each U~(i) > 1. (18) 
N ' - -  ' 
E {uo(i)2} i~1 
i N RMSc : ~ {{Uc,MQ(i) -- Uc(i)} 2, since each 0 _< IU~(i)l < 1. (19) 
i=1 
We minimized the RMS error for given/3(n) and c~.(n) distributions for the interior and the 
boundary for problems one and two at fixed values of n. The optimal value of these parameters 
could be found in a multidimensional search space; we can disregard gradient search methods 
such as the Newton-Raphson algorithm because such an algorithm only finds the closest local 
minimum, not the deepest local minimum or the global minimum. Search algorithms uch as the 
genetic algorithm or simulated annealing are designed to find global minima in a multidimensional 
parameter space, and such searches could have been performed. The trouble with using the 
general purpose search solvers is that this effort is very computationally intensive because many 
trial searches are required before the search algorithm begin to converge. The approach taken 
here was that the parameter space was assumed to be a product space, so fine searches were 
performed one parameter at a time; using finer discretization as a minimum was approached for 
a given parameter. So having found one optimized parameter, this was held fixed, while the next 
parameter was optimized, until all parameters were optimized independently. This approach is 
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Figure 4. Figure 4 shows the optimized istribution of ~(n) versus n for both the Uc 
(solid line) and U~ (dashed line) PDE problems. 
not the best because it ignores cross-correlations between pairs, triplets, etc., of parameters. The 
only justif ication of this approach is that it appears to produce useful estimates fairly quickly. 
We performed several tests. 
(1) We performed a search on the exponential parameter to find the deepest minimum for the 
optimal distr ibution of/3(n) for both example PDE problems, using a constant c = 4/v/~ 
as per the recipe reported in [22-24]. 
(2) With  the optimal value of/3(n) held fixed, we performed a search for the constant values of 
c2(n)n\0~ and c2(n)oa to find the optimal distr ibutions for both example PDE problems. 
(3) With the optimal value of/3(n) held fixed, we performed a search on the oscillation ampli- 
tudes of both c2(n)a\0n and c2(a)oa to find the deepest local minima to find the optimal 
distr ibutions for both example PDE probiems. 
Figure 3 shows the RMS error for the Ue PDE problem and n = 137 over a range of/3 near 
the optimal value. The purpose of presenting this plot is to i l lustrate that the RMS errors 
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exhibit multiple local minima during a search. The multiple minima illustrated here is typical 
for both the U~ and Ue problems and for all values of n tested. In this illustrative example, the 
RMS errors exhibit multiple local minima with the deepest minimum occurring at/3 = 7.33; the 
Newton-Raphson method would not have produced the deepest minimum if one were to search 
near/3 = 6.5 or near/3 = 7.05. 
Figure 4 shows approximately monotonic distribution of the /3 for both the U~ (solid line) 
and Ue (dashed line). Note for both problems,/~(n) tends toward a limit of 7.983 at large n. It 
is most likely that the U~ curve has a break in the slope between n = 477 and 722 because the 
search algorithm did not find the deepest minima, and a finer grained search is required. 
During the search for the optimal/3(n) distribution, we used the recipe for a uniform c distri- 
bution given in [22 24]. In this search, we optimized the uniform e 2 distributions using the/3(n) 
distribution obtained previously. This plot shows that c2(n) distribution for U~ decreases rather 
dramatically with increasing n, but the c 2(n) distribution for U~ is approximately constant. An 
explanation why the two c2(n) distributions are not similar can be found in [10]. 
Although the RMS errors for both Poisson equations for the Uc and U~ problems exhibit 
approximately monotonic decreases with increasing n, the convergence rate of the Ue is disap- 
provingly slow. We performed another set of numerical experiments in which both/3(n) and c2(n) 
distributions were allowed to be different on Oft and over ~2 \ 0t~. We found in general that using 
different exponents was unstable producing wild oscillations of RMS errors; hence, this approach 
was abandoned, and we used the same /3(n) distribution for both the boundary and interior. 
However, we observed dramatic RMS error reductions when different c2(n) distributions were 
used on cqf~ and over ~ \ c9~. 
During the process of optimizing the c2(n) distributions for both PDE problems, we found that 
it was important hat c2(n)a\a~ << c2(n)aa; a reliable estimate that seemed to work well over 
the range of n was that 
c2(n)~\a~ = sc2(n)aa, where ~ ~ 0.01. (20) 
2 distributions It was also discovered by trial and error that simple formulations of variable cj 
for both the U~ and the Ue problems that yielded an even more dramatic reduction of the RMS 
errors are the following expressions: 
(c2~ = c2(n)oa • [1 + const2(-1) j] (21) 
3/cq~2 
(c~)f~\O ~ = cU(n)f~kOa - [1 + consta(-1)J]  . (22) 
The c2(n)akaa distributions are obtained from Figure 5 for both PDE problems; and 
c2(n)a\aa = t~c2(n)aa. The constants, const2 and eonsta, that determine the amplitude of 
the variation of c2(n)aa and c2(n)a\aa about the mean, have the following ranges: 0.45 _< 
const2 _< 0.55, and 0.25 < const3 _< 0.35. There is no special procedure involved in the number- 
ing of the data centers. We chose a set of indices, {j E ~a\oa,  J = 1, 2 , . . . ,  nl}, according to the 
order of appearance of the list of scattered ata centers obtained from two-dimensional scaled 
Matlab random number generator, rand(2, n~). The other set of indices, {~oa, J = 1, 2 , . . . ,  nb}, 
is merely the ordered list of data centers, starting at the origin, x = 0, y = 0 in a counterclock- 
wise direction. While it is possible that other orderings of the data centers over the interior and 
boundary may have produced either better or worse convergence, we only chose the ordering 
already described. 
Figure 7 shows a typical distribution of (c~) over the interior and on the boundary for both 
PDE problems. These plots are not drawn to scale and do not represent a particular case--only 
the general trend. What appears to be most important is that c2(n)akOfl ~ 0.01c2(n)o~, and is 
not drawn to scale. We believe that our results are significant. 
We only need large (c~)0a parameters applied to the boundary. While the PDE exists over all 
space and can have an infinite number of possible solutions, the boundary conditions applied to 
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p rob lems us ing the opt imized  f l(n) d i s t r ibut ion  and  the  opt imized  un i fo rm c2(n)  
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number  of  data  centers  for the  Uc (sol id  l ine) and  Ue (dashed l ine) p rob lems.  
the boundary locus produce a unique solution. Relatively large values of the c~ parameters tighten 
the excursions of the PDE solution, constraining the solution to obey the boundary conditions. 
While theoretically it is most desirable to have as large a c~ parameter distribution over the entire 
domain, we have shown that it is only necessary to employ large c~ parameters on the boundary. 
Since typically nb< ni, only those rows of the coefficient matrix associated with the boundary 
have large (c~)o~ parameters. An explanation for the effectiveness of using oscillatory (e~) can 
be found by examining the block matrices arising from the interior and the boundary. If all 
rows from either the interior or boundary block matrices are too similar, then ill-conditioning 
increases. We hypothesize that the oscillations over even and odd indices produces boundary and 
interior block matrices that are less degenerate l ading to better conditioning. This observation 
will be examined in a future study. 
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the effect of using constant and variable c~ parameter distri- 
butions for the Uc problem on the RMS errors. 
The U~ problem will not be presented here because a similar trend was observed. Both of 
the curves used the optimized/3(n) distribution. This solid line curve used c~\oa = C2on uniform 
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Figure 10. Optimal RMS error distribution for the Uc (solid line) and U~ (dashed 
line) problems versus the total number of data centers. ~ is optimized, 2 (cj)n\og t and 
(c2)on are optimized, and the magnitudes ofthe c2 oscillations are optimized. 
J 
throughout ft; but the dashed curved used the distinct (c~)oa and (c~)a\oa distr ibutions described 
above. At n = 722, the RMS errors have been decreased by three orders of magnitude when the 
nonuniform and oscil latory (c 2) distributions were used. 
Because we have discovered that (c2)on and (c~)n\0a should oscillate about the mean value 
for even and odd indices, and that c~\an << c 2 oa, we performed another parameter search using 
the insight already gained. We fixed const2 = 0.55 and const3 = 0.30, and C~\o~ = 0.01cga, and 
performed a parameter search on only c 2 using the optimized ¢?(n) distr ibution. The results of Ofz~ 
this new search are presented in Figure 9. 
Figure 9 shows the optimized @a(n) distr ibution where (c2)aXOa = 0.001(c2)oa. This oscil- 
lating distr ibution over the data center indices will be used in the final RMS error plots. The 
optimal values of @n(n) tend to decrease with increasing n; however this trend is not monotonic. 
Our conjecture is that as n increases, a very fine search is most likely needed; but because of the 
large amount of computational  t ime required, such a fine-grained search was not performed. The 
nonmonotonic behavior may be due to the fact that  the search was t rapped in a local minimum 
that was not the deepest possible minimum and the distr ibution of c2(n)oa is indeed monotonic. 
A refined search will be explored in the future. The final exercise shows the RMS errors with the 
opt imal/3(n),  (c~)oa, and (c~)f~XOn distributions on both PDE problems as a function of n. 
Note this optimization of cga(n ) does not guarantee the global minimum was achieved. Note 
that at n = 722, the RMS error for the U~ problem has dropped to 1.3066.10 .7  and the RMS error 
for the Uc problem has dropped to 1.2614.10 -s .  We have observed substantial  improvements in
the rate of convergence in the solutions of these two Poisson problems by using the appropriate 
optimal j3(n) distribution, permitt ing the appropriate interior and boundary (c~) distributions 
to be different, and permitt ing each of these (c~) distr ibutions to oscillate about the mean with 
an amplitude (const2)ou or (consta)uxoa for even and odd indices. 
4. DISCUSSION 
Many interesting applications of PDEs are not l imited to two or three dimensions, but to higher 
dimensions. Mesh generation in higher dimensions is only practical for the simplest problems and 
is typically l imited to tensor product meshes. To make large scale practical problems tractable, 
computer power alone is not sufficient. We require methods with spectral or exponential conver- 
gence because of the curse of dimensionality. Even the most powerful massively parallel computers 
cannot handle multidimensional problems beyond three dimensions with standard methods. We 
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require methods that are spectrally convergent and converge faster as the dimensionality of the 
problems being solved increases. By numerical search methods, we found the following. 
• The optimal value of the MQ exponent increases as a function of the number of data 
centers and this shape parameter is the most important one in accelerating convergence. 
Near the data center, the MQ basis function, ¢(x), is nearly fiat, but rises rapidly at 
asymptotic distances from the data center. 
• For both tested two-dimensional Poisson problems, we found (c~)a\on << (c~)0n performs 
the best. 
• For both two-dimensional Poisson equations, we found that a very simple method to obtain 
a variable (c~) is to permit he amplitude of these shape parameters to oscillate about the 
mean value for even and odd data center indices. 
These numerical experiments would have not been possible if traditional Gaussian elim- 
ination with pivoting methods had been used because of the severe ill-conditioning that 
would have been encountered with highly nonlinear MQ basis functions and rather large 
values of (c2)oa on Dirichlet boundaries. We have not examined mixed Dirichlet and 
Neumann or Robin boundary conditions, but we believe that the Neumann and Robin 
boundary conditions will require a (c~)oa distribution that is intermediate between that 
for the Dirichlet boundary. Such a study will be a subject of a future project. Finally, 
we believe that the affine space decomposition approach in combination with domain 
decomposition and preconditioners will make substantial improvements in performance. 
Most problems of engineering interest do not require RMS errors on the accuracy of 10 -7 
to 10 -s. However, we believe that with the improvements to the MQ RBF presented here, 
much more complicated problems can be solved with meshless RBF methods. 
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